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ABSTRACT 
Provides insight as to how bicycle/motorcycle geometry affects vehicle responsiveness. The im-
portant factors are trail and the moment of inertia of the wheels 
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1  OVERVIEW 

 
The application of aircraft style handling qualities to bicycles and motorcycles proceeded in dis-
crete steps. I needed to determine that the rider changes roll rate as the first step in controlling 
the bike. Then I found the reaction of roll rate to handlebar displacement. The findings de-
manded that I study the force needed to move the handlebars. The next step was to generate a 
function to describe how the rider conveys his intention to the bike. I then used the 
force/displacement and the intention function to predict the responsiveness of the bike. An addi-
tional force that was also found to be important is “fork flop”. Finally, I used the knowledge 
gained to give the designer guidance as to how to build a nice handling machine.  

 
Symbols 

 
A wheelbase 
B horizontal position of center of gravity meas-

ured from rear wheel contact point 
h height of the center of gravity 

Kx Longitudinal radius of gyration through the c.g.  
M mass of bike and rider        
β complement of the head tube angle 
δ Steering angle. 

Nf Normal force at the front wheel Wt B/A 
∆Q Change in control torque 
R Front wheel radius 

Rh Radius of the handlebars   
S Fork offset 
T Trail   (R sin(β)-S)/cos(β) 

Wt Weight of the bike and rider.  
•  Multiplication 
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2 ROLL RATE 
 

Aircraft designers do everything they can to prevent “cross control”. Pilots control yaw with the 
feet, roll with side stick and pitch the fore/aft stick. Some aircraft have a propensity to cross 
control, and a touch of the pedals can cause roll in some light aircraft. The F-100 had a bad case 
of side stick causing yaw [1].  Bikes have only the handlebars to control both roll and yaw thus 
cross-control is built into the system. What do riders really do when they are controlling their 
machines? Direct control of direction is out of the question. Try riding and then point the front 
wheel in the direction you want to go; you will end up falling. In reality a rider actually turns 
left to go right. As the handlebar is turned left, the frame rolls to the right, then the rider can turn 
back to the right to stop the roll rate. The rider just makes sure he is going in the proper direc-
tion when he stops the roll. The equation for roll rate versus handlebar displacement is: 

 
                  d(Wx)/( Rh d(δ))  = (B/h)(V/A) cos(β)/Rh                                                            (1) 
 

This is a very unsatisfactory conclusion. Having velocity in the numerator means that the bike 
becomes more responsive as the speed increases, but we know that is not the case.  Why? The 
reason is the handlebars become harder to turn as the bike goes faster.  So Control Force must 
be included in the analysis.  

 
3 CONTROL FORCE 

 
Two wheeled vehicles exhibit various control forces. Our main interest is the tendency of the 
force to change with velocity and to oppose the displacement of the handlebars. I call this the 
‘control spring’. The control spring is felt as a torque transmitted up the steer tube. The normal 
equation for a torsional spring is: 

                                               ∆Q = - K ∆δ                                                                              (2) 
 

The change in spring torque is supposed to oppose any angular deflection. However, the spring 
constant for a bicycle changes with velocity. So that  

 
                                     ∆Q = (K1-(K2 *V 2 ) ) ∆δ                                                                  (3) 
 

The bicycle effective spring constant is (K1-K2 *V 2 ).                                                          (4) 
 

A bicycle suffers from the strange condition of having a positive spring at low speed. Instead of 
opposing your hands at low speed, the handlebars tend to continue in the direction of the turn. 

 
                                     K1 = Nf  * T * cos(β)* sin(β)                                                             (5) 
 

The designer may need to solve problems with low speed control. If this is the case, Sin(β) can 
be minimized by making the head tube as vertical as practical, thereby reducing K1. 
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                            Figure 1.    Spring rate vs speed  
 

4  INTENTION FUNCTION 
 

Once I understood the control spring, I had to figure out how force and displacement could be 
combined to quantify the rider’s intention. I needed a function that would work for a force by it-
self or a displacement by itself. The only solution was to have displacement plus force. Of 
course they must have the same dimensions. This could only happen if the force is divided by a 
spring constant.  

 
5  RESPONSIVENESS 

 
During the development of the handling qualities theory, the authors built a variable geometry 
bicycle. When the bike was adjusted to be just on the edge of sensitivity, we found that we 
would over-control at an intermediate speed. The bike would then settle down as we went faster. 
This phenomenon exactly matched the predicted curve. The observed speeds of over control al-
lowed us to estimate the spring constant for the intention function.  I used several bikes and rid-
ers to confirm our findings. This allowed me to determine that the spring constant that fit the 
subjective feel of many people is 1500 newtons per meter. The mystery spring constant worked 
as a useable bike design tool for several years. We have since discovered that the USAF uses an 
optimal spring constant for the F-15 fighter of 7.5 lb/inch, which is approximately 1400 new-
tons/meter [2].   It was a nice confirmation for our subjective use of 1500 newtons/meter.  
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                                     Figure 2.    Vehicle responsiveness versus speed 

6  MINIMUM TRAIL 

 
All of the analysis in the world does no good if it doesn’t give the designer specific advice as to 
how to set up the geometry of his machine. Trail and the moment of inertia of the wheels are 
large contributors to the magnitude of the control spring. Since bicycles have very light wheels, 
the mass of the wheels can be neglected by the designer [3].  The following equations do not 
consider the mass moment of inertia of the wheels and cannot be used to help design motor-
cycles.  

 
Trail provides the feedback torque that mitigates the “over-control” condition found in too many 
bikes today [4].  The position of the center of gravity and the longitudinal radius of gyration 
through the center of gravity determine the minimum trail necessary to control sensitivity. Vari-
able geometry bikes have been built and tested that prove the importance of trail for proper han-
dling [5]. 

 
                             Tmin =   K5* (B/M)(1/h2   + 1/Kx2 )                                                         (6) 
 

Note: K5 is applicable for mass measured in Kilograms. B, h, and Kx are measured in Meters.  
K5 has the value of 1.2 kg m2  for light steering up to 2.4 for heavier, more normal steering.   

 
7 MAXIMUM TRAIL 

 
Force analysis and experimentation made it clear that another force is important to the rider. 
When the frame rolls from side to side a force is generated that tends to turn the handlebars into 
the turn. This is normally called “fork flop”. Small values of fork flop are welcome. It allows 
the rider to keep the bike upright with very little attention. As the bike leans, the front wheel au-
tomatically turns to keep the bike upright. A significant percentage of riders have great trouble 
riding bikes without enough fork flop.  Conversely bikes with too much trail will have problems 
with fork flop since the fork will turn too forcibly in the direction of frame tilt. Fork flop ranges 
from 75 to 200 n/rad for a nice handling bike. A maximum of something less that 300 n/rad 
seems to be fine. Then let  

 
                                Flop = 275 newtons/radian 

                             Tmax = Flop * Rh/(Nf  * cos(β))                                                               (7) 

CONTROL SENSITIVITY VS SPEED 
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8  APPLICATIONS 

 
The application of Professor Patterson’s bicycle handling qualities theory to fully faired Human 
Powered Vehicles (“HPVs”) has been ongoing since 1997.  The California Polytechnic State 
University, San Luis Obispo (“Cal Poly”) student section of the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers (“ASME”) has sponsored a Human Powered Vehicle Team since the late 1970s.   
The club has designed and built fully-faired HPVs for the ASME HPV competition since its’ 
beginning in 1983.  The ASME HPV competition requires that a bicycle be able to handle high 
speed sprints and an approximately 40 mile (64.37 km) road-race course with many turns and 
with multiple rider changes. 

 
As an amateur HPV designer/builder and advisor to the Cal Poly HPV Team since the early 
1980s I have helped to build, or designed and built on my own, over 36 fully faired HPVs.    For 
many years, most of them had mild or severe control issues over the entire range of speeds. 

 
Two-wheeled fully-faired recumbents are unique in that the ability to control the bike by leaning 
is quite limited due to the low center of gravity and narrow rider compartment.  The rider often 
has to “fly” the bike using the horizon line to maintain the wheels under the rider to keep the 
bike upright.   

 
For the 1997 HPV competition, the Cal Poly HPV Team decided to design a bike based on Pro-
fessor Patterson’s equations.  After many iterations, the computer model they chose forecast 
stability at both low and high speeds for an HPV with a short wheelbase and under-seat steering.  
Historically, such designs have often been unstable at low speed. The frame built using the 
model geometry was very stable at low speed, but due to fairing issues was not tested at speeds 
over 35 mph (56.33 kph).    

 
Over the years as Professor Patterson refined his theory the Cal Poly HPV Team continually re-
fined their bike geometry for a variety of designs:  short and long wheelbase, under-seat and 
over-seat steering, etc. Each year the bike handling characteristics were comparable to the com-
puter model chosen, as long as the as-built bicycle conformed to the model parameters (not al-
ways the case!).  The result has been a series of Cal Poly HPV Team bikes that are easy to 
launch, can accommodate a wide range of riders and rider capabilities, and have excellent con-
trol at high speed, culminating in a 59.89 mph by student Ron Layman in Velox Solium at Battle 
Mountain, Nevada in 2004.  

 
An unofficial, subjective comparison of the controllability of student-built bikes at high speeds 
has been conducted for years at the end of the ASME sprint course.   Students and advisors 
waiting there for the HPVs to finish their high-speed run would always know when Cal Poly 
was coming because it was the only fully-faired bike that did not wobble through the speed 
traps, but instead rode straight through the course. 
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Figure 3. Velox Solium graph, 2004 
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Figure 4.   Velox Solium Frame 2004 
 

After observing the consistent stability results for the Cal Poly bikes, when I started to design 
my latest HPV series, Primal, I used Professor Patterson’s equations in order to maximize sta-
bility at both low speed (launch and first 500 meter stability) and high speed (70 + mph [ 112+ 
kph]).  After inputting various values such as head tube angle, trail and wheelbase, I started ite-
rating hundreds of Excel computer graphs, trying to find the one that would give me the stability 
values I was looking for.  The chosen model (Figure 4) provided a compact wheelbase that pre-
dicted good stability at both low and high speed. 
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Figure 5.  Graph of Primal 1 2008 
 

We built the prototype bike, Primal 1 over the summer of 2008, with the frame matching specif-
ic dimensions based on the computer model.  It was first ridden at the World Human Powered 
Speed Challenge (WHPSC) in Battle Mountain Nevada.  This competition is a series of straight-
line sprints over six days for the fastest human powered vehicles in the world.   The course is six 
miles (9.66 kph) in length, with a five mile (8.05 kph) length to get up to maximum speed, 200 
meter timing traps and one mile (1.609 kph) to slow down.  Normally a bike/rider must be able 
to reach a qualifying speed of more than 45 mph (72.42 kph) to compete. 
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                                              Figure 6.  Primal 1 frame 2008 
 

The rider of Primal 1, Ron Layman is a former Cal Poly HPV Team rider with years of expe-
rience riding fully-faired recumbents.  After riding the bike all week, his conclusion was that it 
was very stable at low speeds and rock-solid stable at over 62 mph (99.78 kph), the highest 
speed he attained all week.   Both the rider and builder/designer felt that the frame was capable 
of higher speeds but was limited by the fairing design. 

 
In 2009, we determined that the bike frame had to have a much lower center of gravity and a 
few other changes, but we did not want to affect the bike’s basic handling qualities.   We input 
various new values of wheelbase and head tube angle into the Patterson equations until we pro-
duced an Excel graph that was comparable to the 2008 graph.  During the summer of 2009 a 
frame was built to the new geometry specifications, but would the handling remain the same? 

 
We tested Primal 2 at the 2009 WHPSC.  The new configuration had virtually the same han-
dling characteristics as Primal 1, proving that the equivalent curves produced by use of the Pat-
terson equations accurately predicted the equivalent controllability when the bike parameters 
changed.   With a new frame and a new, more streamlined fairing, Primal 2 reached 66.595 mph 
(107.175 kph) in 2009. 

 
For 2010 we used the 2009 frame with no changes, but improved the aerodynamic properties of 
the fairing.  The result was an increase of another 4 mph (6.44 kph) for a top speed of 70.40 
mph (113.30 kph).  This puts Primal 2 and Ron Layman in the top ten fastest HPVs in history 
after only 3 years of competition. 
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                                                Figure 7.  Primal 2 Frame, 2009/2010 
 

9 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The handling characteristics of “standard” and unusual geometry bicycles can be predicted by 
use of the Patterson equations.  Similar handling feel can be developed from differing geome-
tries by iterating the parameters so that the curves generated are equivalent. These equations 
give the designer the equivalent of the adjustment used to change the sensitivity of a computer 
mouse.  
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